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In a prime location, just a minute’s walk from 
Chancery Lane Tube Station, and with a total 
floor space of 2500 square feet, Sunny Art 
Centre is a cutting edge gallery that thrives on 
creativity and the opportunity to inspire. 

Antique furniture, contemporary ceramics and 
fine jewellery are just few specialist areas within 
the gallery. We also host monthly exhibitions for 
a variety of well established artists, along with 
educational programs and professional lectures 
to teach about the art market and how it works. 

The aim is to encourage, educate and stimu-
late the imagination with our exhibition spaces, 
through our inspiring paintings and among our 
interactive sessions. 
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Sunny Art Centre is pleased to announce Overtures: 
Representing Art from Near and Far, a group exhibi-
tion which will inaugurate our new space in Chancery 
Lane, London. The exhibition will include works by in-
ternational artists showcasing  an “orchestra” of skills, 
techniques and mediums. Our opening show, in which 
painting will meet the art of fine ceramic and jewellery, 
will embody ideals of beauty, harmony, and diversity 
in art. SAC is proud to be hosting this effort in bridging 
different artistic communities from around the world.

Introduction



The artists selected for the opening show Overtures form a cham-
ber orchestra of diverse styles and media, underscored by excep-
tional skill. While John MacAulay’s paintings are keyed into the 
mundanity of ordinary domestic life, Korean artist Cho Kwang Pil’s 
opulent portraits and interiors represent a luxurious alternative.

Here the fetish images of thrones and crowns, not packing cases 
and running shoes, become symbols of human desire. Abstracted 
from the banal, Hanna Ten Doornkaat’s drawings have a medita-
tive quality, exploring the haunting of memory and thought within 
geometric time signatures. If the “spirit of the artist”, according 
to ceramicist Tim Andrews, arises from a blend of passion, care 
and integrity, it is these qualities that infuse his raku and porcelain 
creations. Chang Sook Lee’s art recalls the material world of soil 
and communicates an ambiguous feeling of fear at and relief with 
the living earth. Ceramist Sarah E. Choi’s sculptural stoneware 
vessels explore different techniques and leitmotif, revelling in hal-
lucinogenic visions of London as a constantly evolving work in its 
own right.

Jewellery designers Jocelyn Burton and Yemyungji make glittering 
pieces that incorporate glass, metals, precious and semi-precious 
stones. While Yemyungji uses an intricate 3D knitting method to 
produce voluminous shapes, Jocelyn Burton’s pieces celebrate the 
timeless elegance of precious luxury and craftsmanship. 

Introduction

8 - 29 September 2016
Private View: 8 Sep 2016, 6 - 9pm

JEWELLERY
Jocelyn Burton
Yemyungji

PAINTING
John MacAulay 
Hanna Ten Doornkaat
Kwang Pil, Cho

CERAMIC 
Tim Andrews
Sarah E. Choi
Chang Sook Lee
Tadami Hirota

OPENING EXHIBITION

OVERTURES
Art from Near and Far
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JOHN MACAULAY

Born in Glasgow, John graduated from Glasgow School of Art in 
1990 and from The Royal College of Art in 1993, specialising in 
Printed and Mixed Media Textiles. His working practice includes 
Painting, Printmaking and Textile Design. His paintings are inspired 
from observations of urban and domestic life and form a narrative; 
they are captured moments from actual events and mixed with 
remembered ones, depicting people in ordinary everyday settings. 
The daily mundane activities we all do or see. The sometimes 
ambiguous scenes and the titles encourage the viewer to con-
tinue their own narrative. This narrative approach has also been 
extended to his practice as a successful and award winning textile 
designer and he is in the process of creating a collection of narra-
tive based printed textiles for the interiors market. He has exhibited 
regularly with London galleries, among others Lena Boyle, Modern 
Artists Gallery, StART Space, Pryory Art, Cadogan Contemporary, 
Thompson’s and Macgregor Fine Art, as well as mixed exhibitions 
in Glasgow, Oxford, Bristol, Edinburgh Miami and New York. His 
work is also included in The Fleming-Wyfold Foundation Collec-
tion, London as well as numerous private collections. John is also 
currently employed as a part time lecturer on the BA Textile Design 
course at Norwich University of The Arts



Unfolding Drama
Acrylic on canvas
40 x 40 cm
£960.00 VAT inc.

Work In Progress II
Acrylic on canvas
95 x 60 cm
£3,000.00 VAT inc.



 In the Studio
Acrylic on canvas
40 x 40 cm
£960.00 VAT inc.

Work In Progress 
Acrylic on canvas
70 x 70 cm
£ 2,280.00 VAT inc



Near The End
oil on canvas
95 x 35 cm
£1,560.00 VAT inc.



HANNA TEN DOORNKAAT

Doornkaat’s intricate drawings explore mark-making as compound 
memory. Constructed from layer upon layer of rectilinear geome-
tries, obsessively serialised marks and lines, her work incorporates 
process as signifier of human response to both the experiential, 
as defined by materials and memory, and the mind’s abstract con-
struction of form and meaning.

Ten Doornkaat’s complex layering of grid and patchwork motifs 
create a tense interplay between intuitive, subjective responses to 
colour, space, texture and mechanical process. Whether shaped by 
the rhythmic pulsation of industrial hand tools as in the ‘Drill Draw-
ings’ or the obsessive construction of perfect grids and chromatic 
harmonies each approach to the sublime of perfect form is repeat-
ed endlessly as the seeming real is lost, then recovered, resulting 
in repetitive layering and scratching away. Thus, a self-perpetuating 
ontological dialogue is created with the resulting ripped, torn, sand-
ed or collaged surfaces that both create and reveal a dense ar-
chaeology of memory and an elusive signification. Each lost silent 
utterance holds memory of its own. It is this memory, memory as 
space and presence that is the very essence of what she seeks: an 
ontological space for the process of drawing itself.

Artists



Lines for Agnes

Acrylic, pencil on plywood board
50 x 50cm
£2,640.00 VAT inc.

PI 014

Ink liner and acrylics on plywood
40 x 40cm, 
£1,320.00 VAT inc.



2. PI 026

Acrylic, gold Leaf, pencil on plywood
42 x 32cm
£1,080.00 VAT inc

1. Pl 105

Acrylics, pencil on plywood
40 x 30cm
£1,560.00 VAT inc

1  2



2. PI 038

Acrylics, pencil on plywood
40 x 30cm
£1,200.00 VAT inc.

1. Pl 208

Acrylics, pencil, plywood
45 x 45cm
£1,800.00 VAT inc.

1  2



1. Blue Cloud 02
Acrylic, ink, plywood
33x24cm
£960.00 VAT inc

2. Rasterbild 011
Acrylic, ink, plywood
33x24cm
£960.00 VAT inc.

3. Untitled
Acrylics, pencil on Khadi lofti paper
43.5 x34.5cm
£2,160.00 VAT inc.

1   3
2



Untitled Turquoise

Biro, Fabriano paper
91x71cm
£2,400.00 VAT inc.

Stop + Go

Ink Liner
92x71cm
£2,400.00 VAT inc

Untitled Homage to David W

Biro, Fabriano paper
92x71cm
£2,400.00 VAT inc.



KWANG PIL CHO

Cho Kwang-Pil studied at Chugye University for the Arts and 
Hongik University’s Graduate School of Art. He takes his fond-
ness for cats to a philosophical level by contrasting their natural 
elegance with worldly items and representations of decadence 
and consumption.

His acrylic painting focuses mainly on human beings, cats, and 
items like symbols of European royalty, sumptuous chairs, or 
consumer products. His work’s primary themes centre on the 
psychology of humans, how we obsess over precious and valu-
able things, and the hidden sacrifices that come with it.

His artwork is sensitive, gently humorous, and arresting. When 
encountering his paintings, viewers will be enriched twofold by 
his idea that there is happiness found in pain and vice versa. 
When Kwang-Pil is painting, he hopes to depict the suffering in-
volved with life and the small comfort that can be derived from it. 
He hopes for nothing less than a cathartic experience for view-
ers of his art.

Artists



1. Story Paradox 1
Oil on Canvas
91x65cm
£4,200.00 VAT inc

2. Story Paradox 4
Oil on Canvas
91x65cm
£4,200.00 VAT inc.

1  2



1. Story Paradox 2
Oil on Canvas
72.7 x 50cm
£2,880.00 VAT inc.

2. Story Paradox 3
Oil on Canvas
72.7 x 50cm
£2,880.00 VAT inc.

1  2



1. Dream of Cat 2
Oil on Canvas
72.7 x 50cm
£2,880.00 VAT inc.

2. Story Paradox 5
Oil on Canvas
91x65cm
£4,200.00 VAT inc

1  2



TADAMI HIROTA

The work of Tadami Hirota is a rare find. An award winning potter 
from Shiga prefecture in Japan, he was born in 1949 and studied 
under the potter Shozou Ito in Kyoto, making the highly prized and 
individual Kiyomizu (or Kyo) ceramics. In 1971 he received the name 
“Shinho” and since then he uses this name as a potter. Amongst nu-
merous awards is the Gold Prize of Shumei Culture Exhibition.

Kiyomizu artists work to a high degree of sophistication, cus-
tom-making and decorating each item with great care and attention 
to detail. His beautiful pieces go through many technically demand-
ing processes and firings but possess the ease and poise of an 
artist at the height of his powers and totally in touch with his innate 
character and surroundings. 

He uses gold and silver lustres and other pigments for his painting. 
Extra firings are required for this – each time risking all the skilled 
work that has gone before. The work is demanding and slow and 
not many pieces are produced each year – but Shinho’s focus is 
on the clay and his deep connection to the natural world. The piec-
es are created from a place of inner integrity and as a result he 
achieves an exquisite balance between beauty and simplicity.

Artists



3. Hexagonal Lidded
Piece Red with Blue Fo-
liage Design

Clay
£1,920.00 VAT inc.

1. Large Cylindrical 
Box ,  Mat t  Red wi th 
Large Camelia

Clay
£720.00 VAT inc.

4. Low Squared 
Dish with Fish

Clay
£768.00 VAT inc.

2. Large Round Domed 
Box, Matt Red with leaf 
Decoration
Clay
£1,200.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



3.  Large Cylindrical 
Box ,  Mat t  Red  wi th 
Blossom and Butterflies

Clay
£720.00 VAT inc.

1. Large Cylindrical Box 
with Blossoms and But-
terflies

Clay
£720.00 VAT inc.

4. Large Round Domed 
Box with Panels of 
Flowers

Clay
£960.00 VAT inc.

2. Large Cylindrical Box, 
Matt Red with Lilly Leaf
Clay
£720.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



3. Tall Square Osudare, 
Butterfly, Spider, Snail, 
Dragonfly

Clay
£2,160.00 VAT inc.

1. Matt  Blue Square 
Bottle with Trefoil

Clay
£1,800.00 VAT inc.

4. Very Tall Square Os-
dare with Vine Leaves

Clay
£3,600.00 VAT inc.

2. Matt Red Square Bot-
tle with Trefoil
Clay
£1,800.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



Large Rectangular Box, 
Japanese Oak Leaf

Clay
£2,700.00VAT inc.

Large Bellied Vase with 
Leaf Decoration

Clay
£2,640.00 VAT inc.



Round bottle with Leaves 
and Silver Outline

Clay
£1,200.00 VAT inc.

Large Cylindrical Box, 
Bell Flower

Clay
£720.00 VAT inc.

Small Cylindrical Box, 
Bell Flower

Clay
£480.00 VAT inc.



TIM ANDREWS

Tim Andrews has gained an International reputation for his distinctive 
smoke-fired and Raku ceramics. He makes individual Raku work – black 
and white with linear decoration or burnished muted coloured slips. 

Tim trained as studio apprentice to David Leach, from 1978—79, fol-
lowed by two years at Dartington Pottery Training Workshop. From 
1981—82 he was employed by Dartington Pottery to decorate one-
off pieces and to train students in decorating techniques. He also 
taught adult evening classes and ran children workshops from his 
own studio, which he set up with the aid of a grant from the Crafts 
Council. In 1983, he moved from Exeter to South Tawton Pottery 
where he set up and ran International Ceramics Summer Schools 
with students from all over the world. He did this until 1986 when he 
moved to Bovey Tracey to share a workshop with David Leach. In 
1993, he set up his own workshop in Woodbury, East Devon. Be-
tween 1994—95 he lectured part-time at Exeter College and was a 
guest lecturer at Plymouth College of Art and Design. He has lec-
tured in Advanced Raku in Italy and in Denmark.

Tim Andrews’ works have been exhibited in many group and solo 
exhibitions throughout the UK and abroad, including: China, India, 
USA, Japan, The Netherlands, France, Italy, Germany, Denmark, 
Belgium and Sweden. His works are in many public and private col-
lections. Tim has returned to his studio full of new inspirations and is 
now making works inspired by such things as Chinese shards and 
saggars. His other recent to trip to Australia has also inspired him 
with new glazes and textures and a refreshed view on the ceramic 
scene around the world.

Artists



Tall green glazed bottle form
Raku Fired Clay
£2,040.00 VAT inc.

Medium striped resist 'humbug'
Raku Fired Clay
£960.00 VAT inc.



Narrower lidded 
red curling piece

Raku Fired Clay
£288.00 VAT inc.

Narrow neck red 
bottle form

Raku Fired Clay
£216.00 VAT inc.

Deep Red 
Vessel Form

Raku Fired Clay
£216.00.00 VAT inc.

Smaller red 
lidded curling piece

Raku Fired Clay
£384.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



Tall spotted bottle form
Raku Fired Clay
£1,560.00 VAT inc.

Large red lidded curling piece
Raku Fired Clay
£520.00 VAT inc.



3 .  E i g h t  s i d e d  r e d 
crackle bowl
Raku Fired Clay
£336.00 VAT inc.

1. Red faceted deep 
bowl with white crackle 
interior

Raku Fired Clay
£336.00 VAT inc.

4. Undulating deep bowl 
- gray and white crackle

Raku Fired Clay
£252.00 VAT inc.

2. Fluted deep bowl 
with red interior
Raku Fired Clay
£286.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



3. Tall lidded resist curl-
ing form with strips and 
smoked crackles

Raku Fired Clay
£1,440.00 VAT inc.

1. Tectonic lidded 
curling piece

Raku Fired Clay
£528.00 VAT inc.

2. Small tectonic 
humbug
Raku Fired Clay
£360.00 VAT inc.

1  3
2  



Porcelain bowl - celadon glaze

Raku Fired Clay
£264.00 VAT inc.

Eight sided porcelain bowl on por-
celain ‘flight’ base - celadon glaze

Raku Fired Clay
£384.00 VAT inc.

Deep porcelain bowl - celadon glaze
Raku Fired Clay
£336.00 VAT inc.



Large deep stripped resist bowl form
Raku Fired Clay
£ 2,640.00 VAT inc.

Large resist banded ‘humbug’ form
ClaRaku Fired Clayy
£2,400.00 VAT inc.



SARAH E CHOI

In Sarah E. Choi’s own words:
“For me art is life. Expressing and executing the inspiration in my mind 
isn’t always easy because it often brings pain along with joy. However, all 
those different emotional and creative processes have taught me perse-
verance and given me insight into both my art work and my personal life. 
Sometimes I feel frustrated by the limitations of my own thoughts, and 
I am still in search of a true liberation within my work. Nonetheless, this 
process reflects the direction of my art, and I will most likely continue this 
struggle throughout my life as an artist. Perhaps, this forms a part of all of 
our lives as cognitive beings. If so I hope to share this with the viewer.
In my recent hand-build work, especially in its joyous detail, I am cele-
brating London – one of the most splendid cities in the world, possessing 
its own beauty and diversity. To me, the city is ever pulsing and vibrant. I 
take my direction from my fondness for the capital’s unique architectural 
scenes with religious motifs and overlay what I do with sensitivity to the 
humanity of the teeming millions.

I studied both sculpture and fine art, at BA and MA level respectively, and 
have always had an interest in combining the two- and three- dimen-
sional in my work. Working on them as 3D canvases. For me, the vessel 
holds dual meanings both as a container for tangible objects and, more 
importantly, for spiritual essence.

I use coiling to build my vessels as I prefer to use a more organic and 
ancient technique for my work. Predominantly, I use a stoneware clay to 
hand build the vessels and the sculpture. For the colour I apply various 
glazes, underglazes, underglaze pencils, oxides, and slips. I use sgraffito 
technique for the drawing itself.”

Artists



Covent Garden
Ceramic
£1,920.00 VAT inc.

Somerset House
Ceramic
£3,840.00 VAT inc.

London at Dawn
Ceramic
£3,360.00 VAT inc.



London, London, London
Ceramic
£3,840.00 VAT inc.



Dancing Buildings
Ceramic
£1,560.00 VAT inc.

London at Night
Ceraminc
£3,360.00 VAT inc.

Buckingham Palace
Ceramic
£4,800.00 VAT inc.



CHANG SOOK LEE

Lee Chang-Sook, born 1963 in South Korea, started her professional 
career as a ceramicist in the 1980s and is renowned for her excellent 
craftsmanship. Her artwork stems from nature and has been described 
by many critics as “peaceful” and “functional”. Moreover, her works 
have been exhibited and sold around the world, including in Japan, 
USA, UK and Canada. Recently, she has been selected to have a solo 
exhibition on Korean Moon Jar at the Korean Parliament due next year. 
Another accomplishment of hers was the honour to be a finalist for a 
selection of artworks that have been gifted to the Holy See in the Vati-
can City after Pope Francis’s visit to South Korea.

Her philosophy revolves around the connection between dirt, the base 
material for ceramics, and the cycle of life. She explains:
“Dirt is available everywhere around us, but is different from region to 
region, and is constantly changing as time passes. And because of this, 
it is difficult to get the same results every time, but this is what gives it 
colour and life. As we turn back to dirt when we die, we can see that our 
life is condensed within this dirt. When this is fired, it produces a range 
of different colours, and this is what fascinates me about the material.”

Her recent work focuses on the Moon and the Sun as a symbols of 
pray and hope in the context of life. In the past few years, she suffered 
from a rare disease, during which she experienced constant fear of 
death and relief to be alive. This personal experience became the motif 
for her recent inspiration; striving to find the meaning in life. These op-
posing celestial bodies represent the beginning of a new start, the will 
and the hope for life.

Artists



Stonewear bowl
£360.00 VAT inc.

Stonewear bowl
£360.00 VAT inc.

Stonewear bowl
£360.00 VAT inc.

Stonewear bowl
£360.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



Untitled
£1,800.00 VAT inc.

Stonewear bowl
£360.00 VAT inc.

Stonewear bowl
£360.00 VAT inc.



YEMYUNGJI

Designer Myungji Ye gives people vitality and joy of life through 
her unique thoughts on minerals used in her jewellery. Her 
unique philosophy of jewellery came from her father who was a 
mine operator and her mother who is a historian.

Since she debuted as a jewellery designer in 1998, she has 
received many international design awards of diamond, gold, 
pearl, coloured stone. She also had a lot of invitational exhibi-
tions and jewellery shows all over the world. Furthermore, she 
created a sensation through many collaboration projects with 
global companies through her use of dynamic lines.

She also is a Professor of the Department of Gemmology at 
Hanyang University and developed her unique philosophy on 
minerals. She would like to present jewellery that resembles dy-
namic nature, blending art and jewellery.

Artists



Geometry Pendant 2
ruby, silver and 18ct 
gold plate
£2,520.00 VAT inc.

Tourmaline Necklace
Tourmaline (pink), silver 
and 18ct gold plate
£2,040.00 VAT inc.

Ice Age Pendant
rock crystal, silver and 
18ct gold plate, 
£2,160.00 VAT inc.

Phoenix Brooch
diamond and 18ct gold
£1,992.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



Ice Age Necklace
rock crystal, si lver 
and 18ct gold plate
£2,040.00 VAT inc.

Geometry Pendant 1
spinel, fluorite, silver and 
18ct gold plate
£2,520.00 VAT inc.



Lapis Necklace
silver and 18ct gold plate
£2,520.00 VAT inc.



Pangea Necklace 4
emerald, zoisite, silver and 18ct gold plate
£3,000.00 VAT inc.

Pangea Necklace 2
garnet, silver and 18ct gold plate
£3,000.00 VAT inc.

Aqua Necklace
agate, opal, silver and 18ct gold plate
£2,520.00 VAT inc.



Pearl Necklace
pearl, silver and 18ct gold plate
£2,520.00 VAT inc.

Big Bang jewellery set
Necklace: Esquel (meteorite), silver and 
18ct gold plate, £3,360.00 VAT inc.

Earrings: Esquel (meteorite), sliver and 18ct 
gold plate, £1,680.00 VAT inc.

Pangea Necklace 4
emerald, zoisite, silver and 18ct gold plate
£3,000.00 VAT inc.



Ralph Lauren
diamonds, pearls, silver and 18ct gold plate
Not for Sale

Return H1
pearls, silver and 18ct gold
Not for Sale



Binyeo Korean 
Traditional Hairpin 4
Amber, silver and 18ct gold
£1,560.00 VAT inc.

Blooming Earrings
Diamonds, silver and
18ct gold plate
 £1,560.00 VAT inc.

Binyeo Korean 
Traditional Hairpin 2
Coral, silver and 18ct gold, 
£1,560.00 VAT inc.

Fantasia Necklace
Diamonds and gold
£1,680.00 VAT inc.

1  2
3  4



3. Pangea Necklace 3
Lapislazuli, silver and 
18ct gold plate
£2,760.00 VAT inc.

2. Pangea Necklace 
Uvarovite, Sperssartite garnet

1. Birth of Life Necklace
Azurite malachite, silver and 
18ct gold plate
£3,360.00 VAT inc.

1  2
    3



1. Pangea Earrings 
Uvarovite, Sperssartite 
garnet

2. Binyeo Korean 
Traditional Hairpin 1
sard, silver and 18ct gold plate
£3,360.00 VAT inc.

Big Bang Ring
Esquel (meteorite), silver 
and 18ct gold plate
£3,360.00 VAT inc.

1
2



1. Binyeo Necklace
Sard, silver and 18ct 
gold plate
£2,520.00 VAT inc.

2. Binyeo Earing
Sard, silver and 18ct 
gold plate
£2,040.00 VAT inc.

1
2



JOCELYIN BURTON

Jocelyn Burton is one of life’s originals, an explosive, opinionat-
ed, bubbling being, all of which is amply reflected in her work. 
Everything is very exact and technically perfect. Her drawings 
for commissions rank as works of art in their own right. In all of 
this she stands at the end of a centuries old tradition; she is ful-
ly conversant with so many of the skills once taken for granted 
but which are now in danger of being lost. She also works firmly 
within what one might describe as the classical tradition. If that 
evokes in some people’s minds objects which are dull and con-
ventional you could not be wider of the mark. There’s always a 
twist and madness to her work which makes it belong very much 
to the present. In her work the past is reborn in a form that could 
only ever belong to the Twenty-First Century.



Early Emerald Ring
Emeralds and gold
£13,500.00 VAT inc (5ct emeralds) 
£15,180.00 VAT inc. (7ct emeralds)

Gold Bat 
Necklace Amber

Seahorse Ring
18ct gold set with 19 
brilliant cut diamonds
£14,580.00 VAT inc.



1. Dragon Vodka Beaker
Sterling silver
£2,200.00 VAT inc.

2. Bat of Happiness 
Vodka Beaker
Sterling silver, guilt
interior and lapislazuli
£2,340.00 VAT inc.

3. Tulip Candlestick
Silver guilt
£4,560.00 VAT inc.

1  3
2



NOH Smiley Ring
18ct gold
£4,835.00 VAT inc.

NOH Grumpy Ring
18ct gold
£6,095.00 VAT inc.



3. Long Life Cufflinks
18ct gold, £1,908.00 VAT inc.

2. Long Life Neck Wire
18ct gold, £2,100.00 VAT inc.

1. Long Life Earings
18ct gold, £2,040.00 VAT inc..

Beakers with Applied Electro Formed Lava Texture
sterling silver, guilt interior
£6,480.00 VAT inc.

1
2
3



1. Long Life Neck Wire
sterling silver
£252.00 VAT inc.

3. Long Life Cufflinks
sterling silver
£324.00 VAT inc.

2. Long Life Earrings
sterling silver
£180.00 VAT inc.

4. Gold Bee Earrings
18K Gold and Ruby

1  3
2  4



Artist Talk



The Artists Evening Meeting provided the op-
portunity for the public to ask questions to our 
participating artists regarding their works. 

This was an informal event organised in con-
junction with our opening exhibition (Over-
tures: Art from Near and Far).









Contact
For general enquiry please contact: 
info@sunnyartcentre.co.uk

A: 30 Gray's Inn Rd, London, WC1X 8HR

T: 0044+(0)2086165990 / 0044 + (0)7515151528

E: info@sunnyartcentre.co.uk

W: sunnyartcentre.co.uk

Tube: Chancery Lane Station (Central Line)
Bus routes: 25, 8, 242, 521, N8

05


